Educational Leadership

THE EXPERIENCE CURRICULUM IN ACTION
- Child Needs
- Teacher Education
- A High School Experiment
- City Planning
- Communication
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Creative Leadership—This theme concerns itself with utilizing leadership abilities and is illustrated through several approaches.

A superintendent discusses organizational blocks to creative leadership, and another outlines "musts" in a statement of responsibilities in major areas of action.

Two articles deal with the problem of dollars and cents in financing education. "Leadership and Better School Building" is the topic from Washington state. Utilization of leadership possibilities through group processes is contributed by West Virginia.

From Teachers College, Columbia, comes an article on leadership in the context of curriculum we need.

The Citizenship Education Study of Detroit gives suggestions for the tension of democratic processes in administration.

Persons in various positions indicate through statements the range of responsibilities a leader must assume.

"Who Is the Leader?" is the story of a rural school where improvements were made through the community's efforts.